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Learning field hockey at 24

once I arrived breathless from an exhausting footing session (the physical trainer was the one that would later train the ... spent overtime refining this technique. 
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Learning field hockey at 24 A true story Dimitri Aguero



I remember spending my childhood at the club. The club was one for management-level employees of the City of Buenos Aires, Argentina, and their families. My first memories are playing with other children at week-ends and learning sports: swimming, handball, basketball, athletics, rugby... But none of them seemed to me as beautiful as field hockey. I used to spend long hours watching girls and boys play this magic sport, dressed in the white and light-blue colors of the club shirt. The reason I did not join them was my myopia: without my glasses, I could hardly see beyond my nose; with them, I was not allowed to play. At the age of 12, I entered a military academy -a secondary school for future Army reserve officers. There, I learned other sports but unfortunately there was no hockey team. Once I finished the secondary school I entered the university. Time schedules were so tight and exhausting that there was literally no time left to play hockey. At the age of 20, I joined the Instituto Balseiro, a small university campus from the Cuyo National University located in Bariloche (Northern Patagonia), where Argentine physicists and nuclear engineers are trained. I learned some new sports there, like skiing and football (soccer) but there was no hockey team either. With the ink still fresh on my Master’s diploma in nuclear engineering, I got my first assignment in a threemonth fellowship at a heavy nuclear components building company in Mendoza, a city 1,000 km to the West of Buenos Aires reputed for its fine French-style wines, ski resorts, rich cultural life... and hockey teams. One day, I attended a training session of the University hockey team and asked them if I might join them and learn to play. They told me yes, so as soon as I was paid my first salary, I ran to buy the most beautiful stick I found. When my three-month job in Mendoza was over, I came back to Buenos Aires in March 1984. It was a great month: I had been appointed R&D engineer at the Nuclear Fuels branch of the CNEA, the Argentine Atomic Energy Commission. I had had a hard time studying, so it was time to have some fun... Back to the club, I asked permission to, at least, join the training sessions of the hockey team without taking part in the games. By that time, the team was the national champion and contributed one-third of the National League players. How could a beginner dare ask such a privilege? Other coaches would have laughed at the very idea, but he believed in hard work; he noticed my determination and something made him accept (to my surprise) my request. Many players laughed at this new teammate who had no idea of how to hold the stick. Other ones appreciated the bravery of somebody who knew that there was a long road to go and that the other ones were well ahead while he was still at the starting point. The military academy and the university sports proved to be children’s games compared to the physical effort required by a competitive sport. More than once I closed my fists and I cried tears of pain; more than once I arrived breathless from an exhausting footing session (the physical trainer was the one that would later train the 2002 World Champions). But I never missed a training session. I knew it was the price for becoming one of them. My muscles became stronger and I gradually gained speed and acquired the basic skills. Three years later, I was able to predict my teammates’ movements even without looking at them. I was ready.
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After I got married in 1987, I was appointed to Division “B” Reserve team. At my first official game, I entered the field bringing my stick and bag. The Reserve coach, a mediocre manager, did not like me. “Under normal circumstances, you should not play. But... I only have ten players and I need you. Take the left wing position”. When I put on the white and light-blue shirt, I thought: “I’ve been waiting for this for twenty years...” The shirt was a present one of my best friends had given to me when he retired. It had to bring me good luck. The game started. After a few minutes, we were already losing 1-0. But then something happened... The right wing, a 40-years old veteran, shot; the goalkeeper stopped the hit and the ball fell spinning in front of me... In a tenth of a second, it came to my mind that learning to play hockey is like learning to play the violin. The best age to learn is between 7 and 12; few people are able to become good players if they learn later in life. I was aware of that, but in a competitive environment I had set all my priorities into becoming an engineer. It was not until I was 24 that I had had the opportunity to start with hockey. “Too late”, the consensus was. However, I had used my other skills: observation and thinking. There had to be something that would give me some advantage. I concluded that the only way to beat more skillful and experienced players was speed. I had to find ways to play so quickly that even the best players could hardly stop me. I bet that a hardly used technique, the frontal push, would allow me to shoot almost instantaneously, taking the opponent by surprise. For several years, I had spent overtime refining this technique... By 1987, I had finally mastered it. The frontal push passed like a missile between the last two defenders that protected the goal. Astonished, both teams saw the nets trembling for a second... A loud shout came out from the deepest of my guts. The goal was also noisily celebrated by the first-division team, who were watching our game beside the field. Among the players who encouraged me was Sergio Vigil, who some years later would win as trainer of the Argentinian national team two Olympic medals and one World Champion Cup... Ten minutes later, our center forward achieved the victory with a wonderful goal... The umpire whistled three times, the game was over. Embracing the other players and forming a circle with our sticks in our right hands, I felt for the first time their comradeship, the famous team spirit that no wife can understand, unless she is a hockey player too... At last, I had been accepted. -You were lucky, suggested the coach, a bit embarrassed. - You’re wrong. I’ve been well trained, I’ve worked hard, I’ve analyzed my strong and weak points, I’ve compensated my technical limitations with intelligence, I was never discouraged by ironic comments like “it can' t be done”... I don' t need luck. He did not like my angry answer but the truth was we had won the game thanks to my goal. Since then, I took part in all the subsequent games. I retired that year having won the respect of all my teammates, who still remember... my shout.
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FIELD HOCKEY 

Si l'Ã©galitÃ© n'est toujours pas brisÃ©e, alors les Ã©quipes auront une compÃ©tition de tir de barrage. Les Ã©quipes passeront ensuite aux quarts de finale dans l'ordre ...
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2018 Temple Field Hockey Quinnipiac vs Temple 

26 oct. 2018 - Field Hockey Box Score (Final). 2018 Temple Field Hockey. Quinnipiac vs Temple (Oct 26, 2018 at Philadelphia, Pa.) Goals by period. 1. 2.
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canada west field hockey 

30 sept. 2012 - Bea FRANCISCO. 6. 4. Andrea JONES. 36. 2. Alex BLAND. X. 5. Chelsea MORTON. X. 3. Katherine GILLIS. X. 6. Amanda KURIANOWICZ. 8. 4.
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Motor learning by field approximation - MIT 

When we move the arm ina novel environment. (for example, when ... In this case, we would say that adaptation is ... Subjects were asked to execute arm move-.
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hockey 

Date. Score. Site. 02/23/23 ...RMC 3, Army 0 .......West Point, N.Y.. 02/16/24 ...RMC 10, Army 5 .......Kingston, Ont. 02/22/25 ...RMC 5, Army 0 .......West Point, N.Y..
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HOCKEY QUÉBEC 

/S. Penalty after the whistle (ex. : A47/S). -. -. /G. Penalty on the goaltender (ex. : A22/G). -. -. /NP. Penalty on the player without the puck (codes 50, 51, 52, 53).Termes manquants :
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hockey qubec 

au sein de l'équipe. Honnête et intègre, le gérant d'équipe est soucieux de la transparence dans sa gestion monétaire. C'est la personne autorisée à signer les chèques et/ou à débourser les montants pour l'équipe, autorisé conjointement avec l'entrai
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HOCKEY QUÉBEC 

Punition après le sifflet (ex. : A47/S). -. -. /G. Punition sur le gardien de but (ex. : A22/G). -. -. /NP. Punition sur le non porteur de la rondelle (codes 50, 51, 52, 53).
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HOCKEY MANITOBA 

L. 5'11 '' 166. 02/10/1997. Regina, SK. Regina Pat Canadians, SMAAAHL. 30. Verhelst, Tyson. G. L. 6'. 184. 08/06/1997. Brandon, MB. Neepawa Natives, MJHL.
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CLUB DE HOCKEY L'OCÉANIC 

Audet Raphaël. Boudrias Karl (V). Blachman Nicholas. Brouillette Marc-Antoine. St-Pierre ... Bizier Mathieu. Drolet Adman. Cormier Dominic. D'Amours Anthony.
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247 - CEST fMRI at ultra-high magnetic field - Tangi Roussel 

Tangi Roussel1, Lucio Frydman2, Denis Le Bihan1 and Luisa Ciobanu1. [1] NeuroSpin, Commisariat ... Cai K et al. NMR Biomed. 2014;28:1-8 ... Problems: â€“ It is CEST! we need long TRs to perform efficient RF saturation. â€“ It is fMRI! we need ...
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Dynamic Nuclear Polarization at High Magnetic Field in Liquid Samples 

N. M. Loening has investigated several examples of solution state DNP1, and what was expected from me during this training period was to study these cases in ...
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teaching checking - Hockey Canada 

HOW TO USE THE MANUAL / COMMENT UTILISER LE MANUEL . .... ENDORSEMENT STATEMENT. The sport of hockey has long been an institution in ...
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deplacement suede hockey fauteuil 

Une surface pour le gardien, un but Ã©troit qui dÃ©limite la surface de ... L'engagement se fait balle au milieu, chaque fauteuil dans son camp, seule la crosse.
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hockey in charlotte pdf 

Disguise 8 Cds, Horloge De La Passion Ou R Flexions Et Affections Sur Les Souffrances De J Sus. Christ Trad De Lita, Hotpoint 1200 Washing Machine Manual ...
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Score: A Hockey Musical 

... that the entire production team was more environmentally conscious. ..... produced, I listened to all the time and fell in love with it. Right now, I'd have to say.
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hockey deux rives 

Respect at all times the officials, the opponent, their coaches and their supporters who must not become enemies. Demonstrate self-control so that hockey does ...
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newsmagazin - Ochsner Hockey 

15 nov. 2016 - [email protected]. Montag. 14.00 - 18.30 Uhr. Dienstag bis Freitag. 10.00 - 18.30 Uhr. Samstag. 09.00 - 16.00 Uhr. MÃ¤rz bis Juli Montags geschlossen. Pro Shop Fribourg. Rte de Morat 1, 1763 Granges-Paccot. Telefon: 026 493 02 40. 
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Teaching and learning about functions at upper secondary level 

using a relevant vocabulary or a sketch1. The curriculum insists on the algebraic notation, and on the various equivalent expressions of a function: The notation ...
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HOCKEY QUÃ‰BEC 

Saisir les cheveux, protecteur facial, casque protecteur ou la mentonniÃ¨re et en tirer avantage pour infliger une correction ou blessure. 6.1. E11 + B11. 12. Utiliser son protecteur facial comme une arme. 6.1. E12 + B12. 13. Bagues, ruban gommÃ© ou 
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2017 HOCKEY CATALOG 

TRUE 1 | Our lightest ever sticks are optimized to have a blade .... STICKS 16 ..... PX2 Combo is featured with a traditional Krown 2.0 black cage ... White (WT) ...... Rubberized high abrasion resistant base with 3 solid base wheels and triple ...
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ESVL Hockey sur Gazon 

May 16, 2010 - Your participation will be confirmed to you by return of mail. Sporting Regards,. Hedi Baccar. Vice-PrÃ©sident de l'ESVL Hockey sur Gazon.
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Hockey 360 - Bell Media 

Source : Numeris Infosys, PQ franco, RÃ©el Saison 2014-15 (1sep-12avr) PortÃ©e P2+ basÃ© sur 126 rÃ©g (P) RDS, 58 Av.Mat (P) RDS, 1 rÃ©g (R) RDS, 6 (P) RDS2, ...
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brockport ice hockey 

5 Alex D'Oliveira. So. D 6-2 205 Georgetown, Ont. / Cobourg Cougars. 7 Shawn Hulshof. Jr. F 6-2 205 Stouffville, Ont. / Trenton Golden Hawks. 9 Taylor Joseph.
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